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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A warm front is currently stretched across the Gulf coast states this morning.  This is allowing for moderate onshore flow and low to 
moderate seas.  Onshore flow will increase at fresh to occasionally strong levels this afternoon and tonight across the northern Gulf ahead 
of the next cold front allowing seas to become more moderate.  The front looks to push offshore the northwest Gulf coast early tomorrow 
morning and clear all lease areas by the evening.  This will shift winds to the north at moderate levels and allow northerly wind waves to 
mix with southerly swell.  The front will bring a risk of showers and thunderstorms, with the greatest chance over the eastern Gulf.

Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

High pressure will build in the wake of the front and shift east on Tuesday.  This will bring about a return of southerly flow across the 
northern Gulf.  By Tuesday night, southeasterly flow will be at moderate to fresh levels over the western Gulf and at light to moderate 
levels over the eastern Gulf.  The onshore flow will increase across the Gulf of Mexico on Wednesday.  This southerly flow will be at fresh 
to occasionally strong levels.  The next front looks to move into the northwest Gulf on Thursday morning and then stall over the central 
Gulf, before pushing east on Friday.  High pressure will build in its wake and shift east bringing the return of onshore flow into the 
weekend.
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